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As a New Western Style Gin, RIGHT is created to be 
less-juniper forward, and show an exceptionally balanced 
character between all botanicals.

One of the first “compound” gins - first released in 2008 - 
RIGHT’s botanicals are individually distilled at specific 
temperatures and under vacuum to best extract that 
particular botanical’s essence. Blended post-distillation.

Botanicals:Botanicals:
Juniper Berry, Sarawak Black Pepper, Coriander Leaf, 
Lemon Peel, Bergamot, Green Cardamom, Key Lime Peel & 
Bitter Orange Peel

RIGHT Gin 47% 6x750ml
CASE SCC 10898627001404
BOTTLE UPC 00898627001407
Cases per layer: 19
Number of layers: 4
total cases per pallet: 76
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RIGHT Gin is blended and bottled in Malmo, Sweden; the 
Southern most region of the country, directly across the 
bridge from Copenhagen, Denmark. 

53%53% of RIGHT Gin is water, so the selection of this 
ingredient is critical. Our water comes from Lake Bolmen, 
near Malmo, a protected source renowned for its arctic 
purity. We chose it for its "softness" which we believe adds 
to the flavor profile of our Gin.

RIGHT Gin is a Citrus Forward, New Western Style Compound 
Gin, Blended and Made in Sweden by Master Blender Henrik 
Facile. 

RIGHTRIGHT has evolved in 2019. The proof has been increased to 
47% abv; this was in direct response to bartenders’ feedback 
for a “more potent profile” to best align with evolved 
preferences in Gin. 47% was determined to be the favorite, of 8 
different proof points, in multiple taste tests with both 
bartenders and consumers, in blind tasting & cocktail 
applications.
  
The package of RIGHT was also evolved to a more “bartender 
friendly” bottle, while retaining established trade dress.

ConsistentConsistent with the original formula, each of the eight 
botanicals used are carefully sourced for their distinctive 
flavor profile, distilled separately under specific conditions 
for that particular botanical, then blended together to create 
an elegant, balanced and unique expression of Gin.

RIGHT works exceptionally well in classic Gin cocktails, taken 
neat, and pairs beautifully with fresh and seasonal flavors.


